
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

 
FACT: Anti-Independent Contractor Bill the PRO Act 

Would Eliminate Work for Millions - One-Size-Does-NOT-Fit-All 
  

Fight for Freelancers launches sixth video in its Myths vs. Facts series  
 
WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 8, 2021 — Fight For Freelancers USA, a nonpartisan, grassroots group of 
independent contractors, creatives and businesses, launched the sixth video in its Myths vs. Facts series 
urging lawmakers to reject the PRO Act after similar legislation effectively outlawed work for independent 
contractors in California.  
 
The PRO Act purports to provide protections for app-based gig workers such as Uber drivers. In reality, it 
would wipe out work for millions of skilled independent contractors nationwide. When similar legislation 
called AB5 was introduced in California in early 2020 with the same promise of new jobs, thousands of 
independent contractors went out of business, while app-based workers are still classified as independent 
contractors in that state. AB5 affected so many other types of independent contractors that the voters in 
California passed Proposition 22 overwhelmingly, 59% to 41%, ultimately allowing gig workers to remain 
independent contractors.  
 
WATCH the new two-minute video at the Fight For Freelancers USA website:  
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https://fightforfreelancersusa.com/videos/
https://fightforfreelancersusa.com/videos/


“Gig workers and skilled independent contractors are not the same,” says Fight for Freelancers 
co-founder and freelance writer Debbie Abrams Kaplan. “If legislators want to focus on just app-based 
workers, that should be stated in the bill’s language. As it’s currently written, the PRO Act would affect all 
independent contractors, which means hundreds of professions.” 
 
App-based workers make up just 1% of the American workforce and 5% of the nation’s estimated 57 
million independent contractors, according to multiple studies. Most independent contractors make more 
money than they would in traditional jobs, with three in five independent contractors reporting as such. 
Studies show that a majority feel more financially secure as independent contractors than as employees. 
 
“During the pandemic, we independent contractors had multiple clients so we didn’t risk losing all our 
income at once,” says Fight for Freelancers co-founder and freelance writer Karon Warren. “It also gave 
us the flexibility to work while the kids were home for online schooling, and while other women were being 
forced to leave their traditional jobs that do not offer similar options.”  
 
The Fight For Freelancers video series calls on lawmakers to learn from the mistakes made in California 
and vote no on the PRO Act as long as the ABC Test is still in it.  
 

#FightForFreelancers #NoABCforUSA  
FightforFreelancersUSA.com @Freelancers_USA 

 
 
Media contacts:  
Debbie Abrams Kaplan, debbie@kaplanink.com, 908-232-5498 @kaplanink 
Karon Warren, karonwarren@gmail.com, 706-276-3497 @karonwarren 
Kim Kavin, kim@kimkavin.com, 908-975-3031  @thekimkavin 
Jen Singer, jensinger@live.com, 973-534-0838 @jensinger 
Lisa Yakomin, lisa@lisayakomin.com, 551-800-7067 @yaktalk 
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